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Now with no more test series and well organized
notes I have scored 95.3 marks. It was not the first
attempts alone that I scored that mark but it was
due diligence and discipline like preparation in my
juniors that resulted. What is the biggest challenge?
Second time I am coming over 2 months before
exam so no practising session. However I have got
admission and I will handle it properly by keeping
focused on my goals and objectives, ready with
decent study material, I will be fine. Also I would
get help from my father who is an accountancy final
year student at university and he can provide me
information about the examination pattern.
However studying psychology is not a cakewalk.
Hence do try it as I did and you will be amazed by
your progress. I am also an intermediate and want
to clear prelims, so this is my first attempt. How to
begin? I can share my notes after PYQ since it gives
a ready reference of the whole year. How many
attempts are required to clear prelims? Psychology,
for me, was a whole new world, because I knew
nothing about it. After knowing the basics I want to
study Management Sciences and I think that I can
study the rest, as I already know that. However
psychology interested me. I would like to begin my
preparations by getting my Psychology notes. First
of all I would like to say that if I could do a
Psychology I would definitely do that with the
greatest of pleasure. Psychology is an intriguing
subject and is a very tricky subject to study. So one
has to be very well prepared and that is where a
teacher can be of great assistance. If you’re
studying for the International Baccalaureate (IB)
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Diploma your tutor will help you immensely to
attain your target score, and I can vouch for this.
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